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Thread: Captain's Log, April 27 2015.
phero hacker - April 27, 2015, 6:33 am

I tested out Captain today and a few cool things happened which could be borderline hit's. I love the
feeling of it, it feels like A314 but I don't feel like a terminator and I can smile and make people
smile. I have to say for me it feels a bit like what AoA is supposed to. 3 sprays, 1 unscented and 2
sprays from a quick mix in an atomizer with Oak Moss, Muhuhu, Ylang Ylang and Bergamot. If the
oils split the mone's it didn't feel like it.
I tested it yesterday biut all I did was go to a friends house and hang out and go for a drive. I had
very little self or other noticable effect on 2 spray unscented (I can really smell this one, it lasted till
this morning).
Tested Aura of Amity for a couple of days at 2 sprays and felt really no different. I will be going back
to it again after testing captain properly.
phero hacker - April 28, 2015, 10:57 am

Well I have to say that in my limited experience with mones, Captain is the best (for me, so far). It is
a lot like A314, but it has a very positive friendly vibe. I am glad I got it. A314 will still have a place
when I need it, serious stuff.
I used about 3 Captain and 1 Imprint today as I was catching up with some female friends and the
effect was exactly as you would think
hehehe, but we do have history though. It would be
great if you had a time machine to do things twice and see what mones really do but meh.
Also service staff seem to follow me to help me and go to ridiculous lengths. Self confidence gets
really strong also.
Captain seems to last ages on my skin, I should pay more attention to actual times.
Big success, happy.
Snoopyace - April 28, 2015, 12:40 pm

(04-28-2015 5:57 AM)phero hacker Wrote: &nbsp;Well I have to say that in my limited experience
with mones, Captain is the best (for me, so far). It is a lot like A314, but it has a very positive friendly
vibe. I am glad I got it. A314 will still have a place when I need it, serious stuff.
I used about 3 Captain and 1 Imprint today as I was catching up with some female friends and the
effect was exactly as you would think
hehehe, but we do have history though. It would be
great if you had a time machine to do things twice and see what mones really do but meh.
Also service staff seem to follow me to help me and go to ridiculous lengths. Self confidence gets
really strong also.
Captain seems to last ages on my skin, I should pay more attention to actual times.
Big success, happy.

I have similar experiences when wearing Captain. This is an alpha blend that is also very attractive.
If you like Captain but want something a bit more like A314 (but with lots of attraction) I highly
recommend Alpha Treasures.
Vinzanity - April 28, 2015, 3:08 pm

(04-28-2015 7:40 AM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;I have similar experiences when wearing Captain.
This is an alpha blend that is also very attractive. If you like Captain but want something a bit more
like A314 (but with lots of attraction) I highly recommend Alpha Treasures.
^^^ wore AT again yesterday with my GF. couldn't get enough of me. says stuff like i could just
cling onto you forever...blah blah...lots of PDA at school.
haggy - April 28, 2015, 5:55 pm

Does captain contain any dienone?
Snoopyace - April 28, 2015, 6:07 pm

(04-28-2015 10:08 AM)Vinzanity Wrote: &nbsp;^^^ wore AT again yesterday with my GF. couldn't
get enough of me. says stuff like i could just cling onto you forever...blah blah...lots of PDA at
school.
My beautiful bride is just like that. And I find that this is as good as Evolve for getting her motor
running. (04-28-2015 12:55 PM)haggy Wrote: &nbsp;Does captain contain any dienone?
Not sure. You can always contact John at http://www.pheromonetreasures.com. If you find out,
please report back because inquiring minds want to know!
stefdude - April 29, 2015, 8:20 am

(04-28-2015 10:08 AM)Vinzanity Wrote: &nbsp;^^^ wore AT again yesterday with my GF. couldn't
get enough of me. says stuff like i could just cling onto you forever...blah blah...lots of PDA at
school.
It looks like AI is another diamond from ATreasures.What is PDA?
MMM - April 29, 2015, 9:49 am

(04-29-2015 3:20 AM)stefdude Wrote: &nbsp;It looks like AI is another diamond from
ATreasures.What is PDA?
Public Display of Affection.
haggy - April 29, 2015, 12:05 pm

I just received my Captain and two samples which I have requested. Gonna thank John for his
service.
I will test Captain tomorrow.
Btw, does Androsterone and Androstenone smells the same?
phero hacker - April 30, 2015, 1:19 pm

Had a day off phero's yesterday, thinking of doing a day or two off every week. Used Captain again
to go shopping at the fashion hub of my area. Ended up using 2 Captain and 2 Aura of Amity (which
was naughty I know). Didn't really ghost was just feeling the effects of the Captain again. Basically
all smiles and creating good happy situations. If you let it, it feels kind of like one big hit if you pay
attention, like a good day and yes people seem to respect and follow your lead. I will test out AoA
properly soon.
Actually one weird thing today was two people, one a suit salesman and a female personal trainer

at the calisthenics park both said that they were sorry they had upset me. The suit guy (nice guy)
just all of a sudden said I think I have upset you "phero hacker" and I had to reassure him he had
not. Later I asked how long till the PT finished her class so I could come back and she was going to
move her class and kept apologizing, but I was like it's cool and had to reassure her as well. I would
possibly say that these were hits now that I think about it. Maybe I am more assertive but less
bothered on Captain?
Well Captain obviously doesn't help with my punctuation and editing, lol. As of now I can fairly
safely say I won't post again on this thread unless something very different happens, ie definite hits.
Over and out.
haggy - May 1, 2015, 1:22 am

How spray from a 5ml bottle is equal to 1 full spray from 10ml captain?
phero hacker - May 1, 2015, 8:01 am

Ok due to anonymity I can't really say exactly what happened today, and I have broken rules buy
mixing so quickly, but 2 Captain, 2 Aura of Amity, 1 Imprint is an amazing social mix that has women
complementing, competing and praising. It does make it a bit boyfriendy (interviews) though not
super sexual, think when DP arrives I would spike this with an occasional DP to ramp the vibe that
way. Probably a good mix for someone looking to attract significant other.
I feel exhausted now though, possibly due to the phero's. Captain and AoA on each side neck,
Captain one side and Aoa on other inner arm left and right, Imprint on inner wrists and pressed
together.
kimosabe - May 1, 2015, 8:39 am

Like you said, it's too early to mix without understanding the products thoroughly. Captain can be
steered sexually but with AOA and Imprint in the mix, you got the
guy-who-needs-to-be-qualified-as-boyfriend-ish effect.
And now you want to throw DP at the mix.
First off, run Captain solo for a good week or two. Then you can add AOA later.
When DP arrives, run that solo for a good week or two again. Same for Imprint.
Then you'll understand which standalone of those mones is good for attracting a gf-like woman,
which combo is good for getting her to feel for you as her bf. And which standalone or combo will
get a woman going sexually.
phero hacker - May 1, 2015, 9:07 am

Yeah you're right kimosabe, I'm also burned the fuck out, little depressed could be the dionone but I
would need to test it solo too.
Ok so just back to Captain tomorrow.
Snoopyace - May 1, 2015, 12:38 pm

(05-01-2015 4:07 AM)phero hacker Wrote: &nbsp;Yeah you're right kimosabe, I'm also burned the
fuck out, little depressed could be the dionone but I would need to test it solo too.
Ok so just back to Captain tomorrow.
I think you'll be pleasantly surprised with each product on its own. I am planning on wearing

Captain today, also. Going to the Dr and Captain seems to really amp up the amount of focus the
Dr puts on me and my issues.
kimosabe - May 1, 2015, 12:45 pm

^Agreed. Yesterday for the first time in 2 weeks, feeling much better after illness, I stepped out of
home to do a quick grocery shopping run.
And I wore Captain solo.
haggy - May 1, 2015, 1:48 pm

Hmm, i tried captain today, 3 sprays. I have people cutting into my lane while walking and they are
expecting to move aside.
Did i OD?
Snoopyace - May 1, 2015, 1:55 pm

(05-01-2015 8:48 AM)haggy Wrote: &nbsp;Hmm, i tried captain today, 3 sprays. I have people
cutting into my lane while walking and they are expecting to move aside.
Did i OD?
Probably not an OD. Quite honestly sometimes even with Pheromones, some people are just rude.
kimosabe - May 1, 2015, 2:25 pm

It might be an OD. I experienced something similar in my 1st test of Captain when I applied a huge
dose from the sample vial.
Test again and see if it happens. I wear 3 sprays CPT solo with no problems.
haggy - May 1, 2015, 3:55 pm

Do residues have an effect? Yesterday i also tried, this morning i can still smell abit of the mones.
Snoopyace - May 1, 2015, 6:28 pm

(05-01-2015 10:55 AM)haggy Wrote: &nbsp;Do residues have an effect? Yesterday i also tried, this
morning i can still smell abit of the mones.
In my experience, they can have an effect. Sometimes the best hits are the day after hits.
phero hacker - May 2, 2015, 3:43 pm

Drunk post (tipsy )........
Captain solo today and tonight. 2x today at work, 3x tonight. It is a great phero, you can truly steer it
where you want. So much attraction, but I realised without judgement that I didn't want the bar girls,
I hope they find what they want though. I have noticed since starting phero's that I can smell cop's
on women now and also other stuff on men, like I can smell their signature.
Had a great night, I just watched but I had respect and I learned a lot and talked to many. I ended
up befriending the lead singer of the band without knowing he was the lead singer. Absolutely no
outcome dependance and scored work tomorrow (new job-cash).
Thanks kimo and Snoopy for bringing me back in line. I knew I was going down the wrong track and
I appreciate the advice.
JetDude - May 2, 2015, 4:07 pm

I wore Captain to work for a couple of days, 2 sprays - 1 to neck and one to chest (under vest)
A lot of respect (To be fair I get quite a bit anyway). Interestingly, I had an issue at work and wanted
the support of a guy who is more senior than I am, although I'm friendly with him and have known
him for many years, he kept touching my shoulder in support of my actions and said he would call
the senior manager. Now, he never touches me - in fact I've never come across this from him before
in all the years I've known him, and he was incredibly supportive (I was in the right anyway). Would
this be Captain? It had been applied at least 10 hours earlier.
kimosabe - May 2, 2015, 11:19 pm

Could be the under-vest app that was still diffusing some.
Snoopyace - May 3, 2015, 12:05 am

(05-02-2015 11:07 AM)JetDude Wrote: &nbsp;I wore Captain to work for a couple of days, 2 sprays
- 1 to neck and one to chest (under vest)
A lot of respect (To be fair I get quite a bit anyway). Interestingly, I had an issue at work and wanted
the support of a guy who is more senior than I am, although I'm friendly with him and have known
him for many years, he kept touching my shoulder in support of my actions and said he would call
the senior manager. Now, he never touches me - in fact I've never come across this from him before
in all the years I've known him, and he was incredibly supportive (I was in the right anyway). Would
this be Captain? It had been applied at least 10 hours earlier.
Captain does last that long for me. It is possible.
haggy - May 3, 2015, 12:07 pm

I did not get any self effect from captain, is that normal? I doubt my 10ml can last long, 1 spray is
alot and very wet, i have transferred to a 5ml instead for testing.
Snoopyace - May 3, 2015, 1:53 pm

(05-03-2015 7:07 AM)haggy Wrote: &nbsp;I did not get any self effect from captain, is that normal?
I doubt my 10ml can last long, 1 spray is alot and very wet, i have transferred to a 5ml instead for
testing.
Everyone is different. You might not get any self effects.
kimosabe - May 3, 2015, 11:35 pm

IME, Captain's selfies are subtle. I find myself automatically standing straight and striding
purposefully some time after app.
Snoopyace - May 3, 2015, 11:58 pm

(05-03-2015 6:35 PM)kimosabe Wrote: &nbsp;IME, Captain's selfies are subtle. I find myself
automatically standing straight and striding purposefully some time after app.
Good point. I feel more upbeat and social but not as if I MUST TALK TO EVERYONE!
MidnightLuvR - May 10, 2015, 1:51 pm

(05-03-2015 6:35 PM)kimosabe Wrote: &nbsp;IME, Captain's selfies are subtle. I find myself
automatically standing straight and striding purposefully some time after app.
I agree. I get the exact same experience as you for the first 2 to 3 hours then it dies off. As of now
I'm not seeing any effect on others ... Yet!! Nothing different I can pin point and say it's down to
Captain. I've been using the recommended dose (3 sprays) and have gone one less (2 sprays). Still
testing as I have only had it 5 days. Will know better after another week or so of testing. Personally
I'm not after selfies. I'm after effects on others. That's more important to me I think.

Snoopyace - May 10, 2015, 5:58 pm

(05-10-2015 8:51 AM)MidnightLuvR Wrote: &nbsp;I agree. I get the exact same experience as you
for the first 2 to 3 hours then it dies off. As of now I'm not seeing any effect on others ... Yet!!
Nothing different I can pin point and say it's down to Captain. I've been using the recommended
dose (3 sprays) and have gone one less (2 sprays). Still testing as I have only had it 5 days. Will
know better after another week or so of testing. Personally I'm not after selfies. I'm after effects on
others. That's more important to me I think.
What type of environment are you wearing it in? That might also make a difference.
MidnightLuvR - May 10, 2015, 10:50 pm

(05-10-2015 12:58 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;What type of environment are you wearing it in?
That might also make a difference.
I'm wearing it mostly to work. Office environment. A couple of days it's a very big spacious area and
the other days I have my own compact closed off office (has door so I can shut it. I do this to keep
Phero cloud in). Was looking for an everyday daytime pheromone so decided to get this. There's a
lot of people and ladies I interact with. Everyday is different as I meet new clients everyday and I'm
also around lots of people. Wore it out last night too to a bar with friends at 2 sprays just to see how
it works. I don't know if I should be going lower or higher than the 3 sprays recommended. Not sure
if Captain is too soft for me. Any advice snoop, Bonaddz or anyone else?? By the way I'm a black
guy. 33yrs old. If that helps.
phero hacker - May 11, 2015, 3:02 am

If you are finding it doesn't last long, please use coconut oil on face and neck and spray on top.
Lasts me about 18 to 24 hours. (I can smell the mones, I think the androsterone. )
theLaw - May 11, 2015, 3:18 am

(05-10-2015 10:02 PM)phero hacker Wrote: &nbsp;If you are finding it doesn't last long, please use
coconut oil on face and neck and spray on top. Lasts me about 18 to 24 hours. (I can smell the
mones, I think the androsterone. )
You can also use MCT oil if you don't want the coconut smell
kimosabe - May 11, 2015, 3:19 am

Try this - after the smell of Captain fades off, refresh with 2 more sprays. This should be about 3-4
hours after first app. See how that works.
Snoopyace - May 11, 2015, 3:36 am

Moisturizing definitely helps the Pheromones to work longer. And yes, being a spray it won't last as
long as the oil based Pheromones. Sometimes you just have to reapply.
phero hacker - May 11, 2015, 9:07 am

(05-10-2015 10:18 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;You can also use MCT oil if you don't want the
coconut smell
heheheh, yeah, I use it on myself but you could use any oil or moisturizer
in3deep - May 12, 2015, 5:26 am

Tried the captain sample i received.. Guessing it's unscented
The smell is very similar to taboo from pxs
MidnightLuvR - May 12, 2015, 9:57 am

(05-10-2015 10:02 PM)phero hacker Wrote: &nbsp;If you are finding it doesn't last long, please use
coconut oil on face and neck and spray on top. Lasts me about 18 to 24 hours. (I can smell the
mones, I think the androsterone. )

Thanks The Law &amp; Phero Hacker. I actually do moisturise (I'm black I have to. Lol) but keep
the areas where the spray is clean. I try to see how it works on it's own without any added extras
first. I will have to take Kimosabe &amp; Snoop's suggestion &amp; re-app. Tried 4 sprays
yesterday at work. Nothing so far! No OD either. No one acting odd. I was starting to smell the
pheromones though. I'm not sure if it's my body chemistry or the reach is not being pumped out
enough. Can anyone comment on the reach?? I'm going with 5 sprays today to see if I can see
anything or OD. By the way the self effect are still there but nothing improved from 2 sprays. Not
really after selfies though.
kimosabe - May 12, 2015, 10:11 am

Wait, hang on. What do you do in the office after applying the mones?
MidnightLuvR - May 12, 2015, 3:09 pm

(05-12-2015 5:11 AM)kimosabe Wrote: &nbsp;Wait, hang on. What do you do in the office after
applying the mones?
I go on with my day as usual. Apart from the one on one meetings I have to conduct on a daily
basis (IT based advice &amp; software updates) and the work I have to do (admin stuff) I also just
socialise with my other work mates. There's 8 girls &amp; 6 guys. We crack jokes, have a laugh,
resolve some issues, go lunch, pop to the shops, if there's someone nice we like we cheekily try it
on. I meet enough people where I would know if a mone is working for me. I've had my fare share
where I can see a noticeable result! Today while wearing my 5 sprays I met 2 milfs, 1 girl (5/10) and
2 guys. I can always tell if there's a difference in the air from how my colleagues &amp; any one new
treats me. I basically try and interact with as many people as I can and I am given the opportunity to.
Why do you ask what I do after applying the mones?? Gotta go for now and get back to "work"!!! Loll
To be continued.
kimosabe - May 12, 2015, 3:21 pm

Wanted to know how your interactions were like with others. Looking forward to the next installment.
MidnightLuvR - May 13, 2015, 7:12 am

(05-12-2015 10:21 AM)kimosabe Wrote: &nbsp;Wanted to know how your interactions were like
with others. Looking forward to the next installment.
So 5 sprays yesterday and nothing I can report that will make me say it was definitely Captain. My
final appointment of the day was an older woman who came with her baby grand daughter who was
about 8 to 10 months old I think. She was extra playful, happy and very friendly with me which the
elderly woman/ client mentioned and said was out of the norm. The little girl seemed curious but so
are all babies at that age. Apart from that nothing I can say was different. So no OD yet. If a baby
can handle it I'm sure adults can too. I was sitting no more than 4 feet away from them and the baby
came closer. The lady was in her 50s I'd say and Caucasian. The baby was same race. All this
happened in a closed little office I use for appointments. We were together for 15 minutes maybe 20
tops.
So today I'm rocking 6 sprays to work which is double what the recommended dose is for my race.
Let's see how that goes.
MidnightLuvR - May 13, 2015, 10:00 pm

Took the old Captain for a spin today at 6 sprays. Just not jiving with my body chemistry I think. The
only thing I did notice was I was a little bit more quiet than usual I think. Everyone else seemed to be
the same. Social and chatty as normal. No sign of OD on them (I look for positive or negative effects
on others). Not sure what the reach is on it but it's either too soft for me or not reaching out to hit on
people. I mentioned before a baby was able to handle 5 sprays with no issues even at pretty close
range. I was going to test at 1 spray and see but don't think going that low will have any effect. I'm

smelling the mones big time too after a couple of hours at 6 sprays. If anyone has any suggestions
I'm all ears.
I think I gotta move on to GOA and give the old Captain a rest for now as I have a bevy of ladies
coming to see me tomorrow. 6 appointments and all female ranging between 19 and 40. I wonder if
GOA will work better on them. 'Til the next instalment... over and out.
Vinzanity - May 14, 2015, 4:43 pm

(05-13-2015 5:00 PM)MidnightLuvR Wrote: &nbsp;Took the old Captain for a spin today at 6
sprays. Just not jiving with my body chemistry I think. The only thing I did notice was I was a little bit
more quiet than usual I think. Everyone else seemed to be the same. Social and chatty as normal.
No sign of OD on them (I look for positive or negative effects on others). Not sure what the reach is
on it but it's either too soft for me or not reaching out to hit on people. I mentioned before a baby
was able to handle 5 sprays with no issues even at pretty close range. I was going to test at 1 spray
and see but don't think going that low will have any effect. I'm smelling the mones big time too after
a couple of hours at 6 sprays. If anyone has any suggestions I'm all ears.
I think I gotta move on to GOA and give the old Captain a rest for now as I have a bevy of ladies
coming to see me tomorrow. 6 appointments and all female ranging between 19 and 40. I wonder if
GOA will work better on them. 'Til the next instalment... over and out.
i think anyth over 3 sprays of captain is a waste. do you apply on clothes or skin?
MidnightLuvR - May 14, 2015, 11:46 pm

(05-14-2015 11:43 AM)Vinzanity Wrote: &nbsp;i think anyth over 3 sprays of captain is a waste. do
you apply on clothes or skin?
Skin. Sides of neck, front of neck and wrists. But mostly sides and front of neck as wrist rubs off
during day to day work I find.

